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ACTIVE LINE SANTO



CLEANING KIT 
with permanent marker,
cleaning cloth, cleaner, and
artificial leather sample



ACTIVE LINE SANTO

AT A GLANCE

1 Item, 31 Colors
made in germany

The new high-performance artificial leather by Active Line

With our artificial leather by Active Line, we focus on performance. „Santo“ is the 
first artificial leather by Active Line that offers high practical utility while meeting 
the expectations of pleasant tactile sensations.

The new Active Line artificial leather is phthalate-free and remains highly flexible 
for processing. Moreover, its qualities are not susceptible to the typical brittleness 
associated with similar products, as its surface is free of polyurethane (PU). 
Additionally, the material surface excels at being able to easily remove stubborn stains 
caused by permanent markers or ballpoint pens. That‘s why it is particularly well-suited 
for demanding environments in the contract sector, healthcare facilities, or fitness 
studios.

„Active Line Santo“ complies with international fire safety standards, is resistant to 
disinfectants, blood, sweat, and urine, and also repels water and oil.

The artificial leather offers a range of 31 solid colors.

MARKETINGMATERIAL

Active Line Artificial Leather Flyer,
Cleaning and Care Instructions,
Images



Versatile, adaptable, individual - that‘s 
how the „Plaza“ collection presents 
itself in country-house style.

Carefree, close to the heart of nature. 
The traditional country-house style is an 
interior design style that brings comfort. 
How can you bring this atmosphere into 
your home? By combining cozy textiles, 
rustic wooden elements, and accessories 
made of natural materials such as cera-
mics, rattan, or clay.

Our furniture fabric collection „Plaza“ 
invites you to individually implement your 
interior design ideas. Whether it‘s a 
corner bench, sofa, or decorative pillows - 
it completes the authentic country-house 
look in your own home. 13 items create 
visual highlights: the pattern set featuring 
playful flowers and leaves, zigzag, 
stripes, and patchwork designs can be 
easily combined with each other. 
Two solids provide the perfect foundation 
for this.

Pastel pink, delicate yellow, light blue, or 
intense red - the diverse colors skillfully 
reflect the cozy country-house style.

AT A GLANCE

13 items

MARKETINGMATERIAL

Poster, images



AT A GLANCE

13 items

PLAZA





PLAZA



The identity of Spotlight? Sophistication, elegant looks, and stylish colors.

A selection of seven versatile microfiber fabrics with distinctive textures combined with 
a luxurious high-low pattern. Spotlight impressively demonstrates how timeless elegan-
ce works.

All items in the collection are pleasantly soft to the touch and captivate with their ap-
pearance. A special highlight? The exclusive diamond quilting patterns Aurelio and 
Tenea Square, which are trendy eye-catchers.

In addition to neutral colors, modern blues, greens, and vibrant red tones complement 
the color range.

AT A GLANCE

8 color palettes
7 items

MARKETINGMATERIAL

Poster, images



SPOTLIGHT





SPOTLIGHT


